
 

 

…sultry, stunning and alluringly talented…the movement of such profound vocals should never 
be confused with the ability to resound and resonate each note so delicate and pleasing to the 
ear…it is the stature of this petite vocalist that draws amazement when unbelievably she 
delivers deep seeded sounds and mountainous moans with rawness and ease …Red Sugar 
listens to music and still sings every day which has built a repertoire that keeps love, laughter 
and at times tears flowing in her life…after a few professional voice lessons in Los Angeles, Red 
Sugar began to develop and create her own style and sound as a vocalist and lyricist…a native 
of San Francisco…Red Sugar began her professional singing and performing career in Detroit 
and Las Vegas but decided to pay her dues while singing the blues…in the home of blues….on 
the soil of Mississippi…and now Red Sugar is being recognized as a powerhouse international 
blues singer…wherever Red Sugar graces the stage her soulful contralto is the backdrop to 
being grateful to share, with each of you, the gift of her incredible talent…always close to Red 
Sugar, in splendid honor, are the soulful blues breezes of blues legends BB, Etta, Bobby, Ella, 
Albert, Sarah, Johnny, Billie, Little Milton, Koko, Muddy, Nina and Ray… Red Sugar enjoys 
connecting her dynamic flair to excite and ignite the core of the blue's spirit; and yet, being ever 
so mindful that the grace and mercy of God bestows these blessed moments from her Red 
Sugar Blues to yours….oh yes Baby.. 
 
…Red Sugar Blues was formed in 2014 by lead vocalist Red Sugar in the State of Mississippi after 

relocating from Las Vegas…previously, Red Sugar performed under a different stage name and 

her decision to change genres was a conversation she had with her lead guitar player after a 

jazz performance in Mississippi…although Red Sugar played to a full house and the reviews 

were awesome, he told her that ‘You’re gonna have to sing the blues if you want to sing and 

live in Mississippi’…Red Sugar didn’t have to be told twice and that’s exactly what she did. Red 

Sugar named the band by taking the nicknames of her maternal grandparent…Red Sugar’s best 

friend and manager Angela said ‘You gotta put something else on that Red Sugar’…then Angela 

said ‘add blues since you sing the blues’…a new birth of Red Sugar Blues…Red Sugar 

immediately became immersed in listening to greatest legendary blues entertainers…after 

months of listening…correcting her vocal techniques…Red Sugar began hanging out in blues 

clubs to meet musicians in hopes of forming her band…and yes again…Red Sugar did…oh yes 

Baby… 

…Red Sugar Blues is upcoming as one the hottest…maddest…stylist blues bands in the 

South…and headed to bring the same in the North…East and West…Red Sugar Blues is 

comprised with the some of the greatest musicians in the industry…Red Sugar Blues brand and 

fan base continues to grow…Red Sugar Blues is setting the stage on fire with a chic of blues that 

keeps the audience wanting more and more…oh yes Baby…. 

…come and get sprinkled with some ‘Red Sugar Blues’… 


